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Title: Padilla et al. vs. Court of Appeals (214 Phil. 492)

Facts:
On February 8, 1964, in Jose Panganiban, Camarines Norte, Philippines, Mayor Roy Padilla,
along with police officers and civilians, were implicated in forcibly dismantling Antonio
Vergara’s  market  stall.  An  information  was  filed  against  them,  charging  that  without
authority of law, they threatened and used violence to demolish Vergara’s stall and took
away goods amounting to alleged damages of P30,000.00 for actual or compensatory and
moral damages, and P20,000.00 as exemplary damages.

After trial, the Court of First Instance of Camarines Norte convicted Padilla and certain co-
accused of the crime of grave coercion, sentencing them to imprisonment, fines, damages,
and costs. Other co-accused were acquitted on grounds of reasonable doubt concerning
criminal participation. Upon appeal, the Court of Appeals (CA) acquitted the petitioners due
to reasonable doubt but ordered them to pay P9,600.00 as actual damages. The petitioners
sought reconsideration, arguing that their acquittal negated civil liability, which the CA
denied. Consequently, a petition was filed before the Supreme Court (SC) for review on
certiorari.

Procedural posture:
The procedural journey began at the Court of First Instance, which rendered a conviction.
The petitioners then appealed to the Court of Appeals, which acquitted them on reasonable
doubt but imposed civil liabilities. A motion for reconsideration was filed but denied by the
CA, prompting the petitioners to elevate the matter to the SC, challenging the imposition of
civil liabilities post-acquittal.

Issues:
1. Whether the Court of Appeals erred in imposing civil liabilities upon the petitioners after
acquitting them of criminal charges.
2. Whether the acquittal based on reasonable doubt precludes imposition of civil liability.

Court’s Decision:
The SC upheld the decision of the Court of Appeals, emphasizing that the acquittal of the
petitioners did not negate the existence of civil liability. It distinguished the civil liability
that may arise from the criminal act itself (ex delicto), which is extinguished upon acquittal,
from the liability for the same act or omission as quasi-delict, which is not extinguished just
because the act is not proven criminal beyond reasonable doubt. The Court recognized that
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civil liability may still be awarded based on the preponderance of evidence as only required
for civil cases.

Doctrine:
This case reiterates the doctrine that acquittal in criminal charges based on reasonable
doubt does not necessarily extinguish civil liability arising from the same act or omission.
Specifically, it illustrated that civil actions based on quasi-delict (Article 2176 of the Civil
Code)  are  separate  and  distinct  from  the  criminal  offense  and  can  be  pursued
independently.

Class Notes:
Key concepts:
– Distinction between criminal and civil liabilities.
– “Preponderance of evidence” as the standard for civil cases versus “beyond reasonable
doubt” for criminal cases.
– Importance of Article 2176 (Civil  Code) and Article 29 (Civil  Code) on civil  liabilities
arising independently of criminal charges.

Relevant legal statutes:
– Article 29, Civil Code of the Philippines: Addresses civil liability separate from criminal
liability,  allowing for  civil  damages to  be claimed even if  the accused is  acquitted on
reasonable doubt in the criminal case.
– Article 2176, Civil Code of the Philippines: Establishes the concept of obligations arising
from quasi-delicts, independent of criminal offenses.

Historical Background:
This case epitomizes the legal struggle in reconciling the acquittal of accused individuals in
the criminal justice system with the obligation to compensate victims for damages incurred
due to  the same acts  leading to  the criminal  charges.  It  reflects  the evolution of  the
Philippine  legal  doctrine  distinguishing  criminal  guilt  from  civil  liability,  and  the
enforcement  of  civil  rights  independent  of  the  outcome  of  criminal  proceedings.  This
decision reaffirmed the justice system’s commitment to upholding victims’  rights while
respecting the constitutional rights of the accused.


